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in the twinkling of an eye, Kevin Garnett battles NBA has also been more than twenty years, for this veteran battlefield shoes at the
foot of the wonderful evolution, interested friends can refer to the previous reports we arranged. In the early KG was wearing NIKE
shoes for a while, recently came in 2000 when Air Garnett one weapon to accompany him in the field of 3, but also because the KG
personal endorsement shoe contract relationship, the return will be Nike Air 3 in the name of the debut. The air cushion configuration
takes the Zoom Air, which is popular with the public, plus the visible Max Air at the heel. Such fascinating technology matches can be
described as "double play"! But now it seems Tuned Air seems to be canceled, is quite a pity, but I believe that for older fans will
relive memories, compared to the new generation of young people is a new exploration on experience, there is no exact release
date, expect the subsequent official there will be further news. 
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believe that we win this season for Best Newcomer Award champion Andrew Wiggins have another look, and with him in the game to
have stable performance gradually mature, believe that the wolf team next season will strive for further improvement. If you have
assumed prospecting impression, in his rookie challenge at first with Adidas Crazylight real Boost 2015 debut, more recently for his
"Rookie of The Year" to create a special version, and then shortly after the exposure of his players exclusive version of cool color,
blue and white make conspicuous who can be the first time with the team for Lenovo, which represents the tongue initials of the word
AW is a small person's love, hidden in the letter 'A' is actually inside the maple leaf totem homage to Wiggins's hometown of Toronto,
it will design the players themselves stories into shoes are always special easy to move. 
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The Waffle 
Vans outsole is made of durable rubber, not only wearable but also providing good grip, and the skaters used Vans to create a craze
in southern California at that time. In 1976, Vans made custom shoes for DogTown Zephyr members from Santa Monica, Tony Alva
and Stacey Peralta. The design of Vans #95 shoes with soft collar and multi-color stitching design, became the hand of the favorite
shoes, shoes #95 shoes evolved into a Era style. Vans was also the first to sponsor the skateboarding player's brand, and the Vans
Off the Wall brand logo was officially launched this year. In 1977, Vans #36 shoes were first equipped with world renowned side
stripes, but also the first to use leather material stitching to enhance the stability of the skateboard shoes. The water ripple curve
outlined by founder Paul Van Doren is called "Jazz Stripe", becoming the most representative symbol of Vans brand. In this year,
Vans launched Old Skool shoes. 

in the United States, when people see something good or bad, they naturally say "What The"... "Expressing surprise in the heart is
just like when we see something amazing, it comes straight" "oh my God!"! "To express the shock of the moment.". The "What The"
design series so crazy began in 2007, Nike SB shoes, in recent years, Nike is extended to the field of basketball shoes, Nike
Basketball's three star endorsement signature shoes have launched this concept for the design of the limited edition, the double
What The LeBron 11 is to break the What The series only single fusion shoes practice different color algebra, What The LeBron 11
and LeBron James in the past 11 years the shoes of the stories, drawings, and design details, a total of more than twenty kinds of
elements in a very bold. 

What The LeBron 11 this year delayed sale episode in the Asian region for prospecting shoe who perhaps did not too much impact,
but in Europe and the United States Shoe fans really after a long wait, What The LeBron 11 in Europe and the United States listed
the time course of delayed, until this weekend it will be officially on sale in the United States on September 13th on sale, priced at
250 yuan dollars, type: 650884-400. 
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adidas new jogging shoes Adidas Springblade after the listing has introduced a variety of color to reach out for you in my heart, and
the recent release of two new color, the first black breathable mesh fabric with Adidas exclusive technology TechFit? Technology to
create a seamless fit lightweight shoes, shoes and belt in bottom leaves of Springblade light yellow fluorescent selection cool, still
maintain youthful vitality; another color is combined with translucent texture of the silver white and red shoes, full of elegant charming
atmosphere. It is now available on adidas.com, Packer, Shoes and Eastbay for $180, and is available for sale in the Taiwan region.
Please continue to keep track of the reports. 
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The first shoe market K-Pals 
of Taiwan was launched consists of prospecting shoe of the original members of the Banqiao area of World War II, founder of that
2012 is a very important year for K-Pals, had seen abroad have their own shoes market, think Chinese area didn't have to do the
similar market activity, after in a few areas in the World War II meeting decided to hold the Chinese area first K-Pals shoes market.
After two years of management, it has become one of the regular events of the year. This year, we have joined the theme of
Christmas. We believe that many of them will find their Santa Claus at the conference site! 

will be held at 12/20~21 this year. See the official Facebook activity page for detailed activities. 

adidas AlphaBOUNCE launched so far about two months, and then look back information, only to find full of science and technology
behind. The unique AlphaBOUNCE makes it difficult to relate intuitively to jogging shoes. The upper is made of high elastic
FORGEDMESH light fabric and uses a one-piece seamless design to reduce foot friction. The lateral shark gills shaped
stereoscopic shape lines is designed through Aramis motion capture technique to observe the changes of foot runners provided, not
only the appearance of special function, is still around to make adjustments in the performance of runners, imagine running when the
foot will continue to change in the process, if only a soft vamp and unable to maintain deformation or other support, so the stereo lines
then that can come in handy, keep running posture. The cushioning part is equipped with BOUNCE technology in the end, the
physical structure of this new technology is not the past, in adiPRENE+ and Boost between the foot, is also used in many fields. At
present, foreign countries launched AlphaBOUNCE 'Triple Black', low-key color matching, and then with a little embellishment, that is
able to foil this pair of shoes with a rich connotation inside. 

source: weartesters

Nike 2016 BHM series is inspired by the brand's athletes, breaking the record number of tennis William wire Serena Williams was
always beyond everyone's expectations, created by Kobe Bryant in 2006 under the single game record 81 points is still incredible
surprise; but also athletes Sanya Richard-Ross, Chris Paul 400 meters gold medal glory made for the black community contribution,
these athletes not only rewrite history also inspired the whole society, their performance is also inspired by the design team's creative
inspiration. 

since 2005, Nike BHM series from a pair of Air Force 1 has various products in different fields have become a member of the family,
for many years to the athletes and promote racial equality of human rights leaders pay tribute to this year design team to the
geometric figure like Pan African style for the spindle, developed a series of shoes clothing and equipment. Nike Basketball series of
shoes including its four star signature styles; in addition to Jordan Brand, Nike Sportswear, Nike Running, Nike Tennis and other
products, will gradually since January on selling more products, relevant content to Nike.com. 

Nike BHM series of income will be for social care, through the Nike charitable foundation Ever Higher Fund to the United Social
Organizations in different areas, the development of community care and promote the sports projects, help more African American
youth in the right way. 

Nike Basketball series Nike Kobe XI Elite Nike LeBron 13 Nike KD 8 Nike Kyrie 2 

Jordan Brand series of Air Jordan 1 Nouveau Jordan Spike Forty 

Nike Sportswear series
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